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whole or in part) and some were rejected. During this process, Subclass Counsel held

conference calls with Subclass Representatives to keep them informed of the negotiation status

and they never objected to the continuation of negotiation toward a possible settlement.20

Terms of Proposed Settlement. The negotiations ultimately led to a settlement that

Subclass Counsel believe is in the interest of the Subclasses.21 Under the proposed settlement,

DFA/DMS agree to make settlement payments totaling $50 million, payable in two installments

of $25 million, the first in 2014 and the second prior to April 15, 2015. See Ex. A, Agreement at

If 7.1. DFA/DMS also agree to make numerous changes in how they conduct their business in

the Northeast, including:

Settling Defendants will not, during the next 30 months, enter into any new full-supply
agreements ("FSAs") for the supply or sale of raw Grade A milk in Order 1 (although
existing agreements may be renewed per a specified procedure). See id. at ̂  7.3(a).

Settling Defendants are prohibited from entering any agreement to restrict solicitation of
milk from farmers during this period, including any agreement that would limit the ability
of any cooperative to approach farmers and offer them more favorable prices, services, or
other terms. See id. at H 7.3(j).

Settling Defendants agree that any new agreements for the supply or sale of raw Grade A
milk in Order 1, or any renewal of existing agreements for the supply or sale of raw
Grade A milk in Order 1, shall be presented, reviewed, and approved by Settling
Defendants' Boards of Directors prior to entering into or renewing the agreements. See
A/.at17.3(b).

Settling Defendants agree they will, upon written request by any of their respective
members who are located in Order 1, disclose to that member a summary of the terms of
any DFA or DMS agreement for the supply or sale of raw Grade A milk customers in
Order 1, to the extent such disclosure is consistent with their contract obligations. See id.
at17.3(c).

Settling Defendants agree that any cooperative member, affiliate, or associate of DFA or
OMS in Order 1 may, during the next 30 months, terminate its relationship with DFA or
OMS upon no more than ninety (90) days written notice without penalty. See id. at ^

20

21
See, e.g., Ex. E at J 6; Ex. F at f 7; Ex. G at f 6; Ex. I at 1 7.
See Ex. E at If 6; Ex. F at If 7; Ex. G at If 13; Ex. H at^[ 10; Ex. I at If 8; Ex. J at If 5; Ex. K

at 1| 5; Ex. L at If 5.
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7.3(d).

• DFA financial reports will be prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, see id. at ^ 7.3(g), and DFA will be audited by a nationally-recognized
accounting firm, see id. at ^[ 7.3(g)(v).

• DFA senior management and Audit Committee members will affirmatively represent
they are responsible for the preparation, integrity and accuracy of DFA's annual financial
report. See id. at^ 7.3(g)(vi).

DFA will post on its member-only website an annual disclosure of all material related-
party transactions, specifically broken out and identified by transaction. See id. at U

At its annual meeting, DFA will disclose to its delegates all material related-party
transactions (see above) as well as DFA's financial results from its participation in joint
ventures and off-balance sheet transactions, specifically broken out and identified by
transaction. See id. at^[ 7.3(g)(iv).

DFA will disclose the identity of the members of its Board of Directors and its
committees and their generally applicable per diem payment rate compensation. See id. at

DFA senior executive management and Board members will execute annual conflict of
interest certifications, which will be subject to review by DFA's Audit Committee and a
report by the Committee at DFA's annual meeting. See id. at^J 7.3(g)(iii).

• DFA's Northeast Area Council ("NEAC") will undertake a careful review of: (1)
members' milk checks, with respect to clarity, transparency, and any other matters,
including an opportunity for members' input, in order to determine whether changes in
the milk checks are warranted and (2) whether changes are warranted in the election
procedure by which Area Council members and delegates are chosen, including
specifically whether the membership should be able to cast ballots by mail, in addition to
casting votes in person at meetings. Changes recommended by the NEAC will be
implemented. See id. at ^) 7.3(f) and (j).

• Compliance with the Agreement will be monitored by DFA's Audit Committee, and the
Committee will report its views to the delegates at DFA's annual meeting. See id. at |
7.3(h).

The settlement agreement also establishes a mechanism for public disclosure of much of the

relevant record in this case. Settling Defendants agree not to oppose a request by Subclass

Counsel to unseal and release materials submitted to the Court, including briefs and supporting
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exhibits filed in connection with Plaintiffs' motion for certification of subclasses (Dkt. No. 388)

and Defendants' motion for summary judgment (Dkt. No. 479), consistent with the

confidentiality interests of third parties. See id at ^ 7.3(e). This disclosure will make available to

all Subclass members (and the public) information that will allow them to assess and consider

Defendants' conduct, as they deem appropriate.

In exchange for the monetary relief, conduct, and disclosure terms, Subclass members

will release Settling Defendants of any claims that have been asserted, or could have been

asserted, arising out of or relating in any way to any conduct alleged in the Complaint. See id. at

11 6.1. In order to resolve the greatest number of potential claims, the agreement permits

Subclass members who previously opted out of the class to apply to the Court for reinstatement

to the class. See id. at ̂  4.3. Furthermore, in light of the fact that Subclass members have already

been given an opportunity to opt out, the parties propose that no additional opt-out period is

necessary or required.22

ARGUMENT

I. SUBCLASS COUNSEL WERE AUTHORIZED TO ENGAGE IN
SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS WITH DFA/DMS

During the September 9 status conference, the Court asked whether Subclass Counsel

could settle a class case without authorization of the Subclass Representatives. To begin with,

Subclass Counsel had authorization to negotiate the proposed settlement. As reviewed above,

Subclass Representatives were aware of the ongoing effort toward settlement through the

numerous communications about the litigation and settlement efforts during the past two years.

At no point prior to entering the proposed settlement did Subclass Representatives object to the

The rationale for the "no opt-out" provision was previously addressed, see Dairy Farmer
Subclasses' Expedited Motion for Preliminary Approval of the Settlement at 19 [Dkt. No. 568],
but Subclass Counsel will respond further to any specific concerns of the Court.

10
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negotiations, much less tell Subclass Counsel that they were not "authorized" to conduct

settlement discussions. To the contrary, Subclass Representatives' early reaction to the proposed

settlement was positive and/or receptive to continued negotiations and they participated in the

negotiations by providing and responding to proposed non-monetary settlement terms. As a

result, the Subclass Representatives explicitly, or at the very least implicitly, authorized Subclass

Counsel to engage in settlement negotiations. See, e.g., Boesky, 948 F.2d at 1367 (holding

objector could not claim lack of authority to settle when "their knowledge and extended silence

might easily support a finding of implied consent or estoppel").

Even if, contrary to fact, Subclass Counsel had not had the Subclass Representatives'

"authorization" to pursue a settlement, this would not be an impediment to preliminary approval,

as class representatives do not "authorize" class action settlement negotiations or settlements.23

This was directly addressed in Kincade, where five of the six class representatives objected to a

proposed settlement, arguing class counsel lacked authority to negotiate and enter a class

settlement. Id. at 635 F.2d at 503-04, 508. The Fifth Circuit rejected this lack of authority

argument as misplaced in the class action context:

Appellants' argument that the settlement cannot be applied to them because
they did not authorize their attorney, Walker, to settle the case or otherwise
consent to the settlement is also easily disposed of. Because the "client" in a
class action consists of numerous unnamed class members as well as the class
representatives, and because '[t]he class itself often speaks in several voices ...,
it may be impossible for the class attorney to do more than act in what he
believes to be the best interests of the class as a whole ....' Pett\vay v.

23 If settlement negotiations had to have the "authorization" of Subclass Representatives, it
would effectively provide Subclass Representatives with absolute veto power over settlement,
even though the law is clear that "a court may approve a settlement over class representatives'
objections." July 9 Order at 8; accord Parker v. Anderson, 667 F.2d 1204, 1211 (5th Cir. 1982)
("the named plaintiffs should not be permitted to hold the absentee class hostage by refusing to
assent to an otherwise fair and adequate settlement in order to secure their individual demands");
Manual for Complex Litig., Fourth, at § 21.642 ("a class representative cannot alone veto a
settlement, especially one that has been presented to and approved by the court").

1 1
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American Cast Iron Pipe Co., 576 F.2d 1157, 1216 (5th Cir. 1978}. Because of
the unique nature of the attorney-client relationship in a class action, the
cases cited by appellants holding that an attorney cannot settle his individual
client's case without the authorization of the client are simply inapplicable.

Id. at 508 (emphasis added). As Kincade recognized, unlike in a traditional attorney-client

relationship, in the class context, counsel's obligation in settlement turns on counsel's

determination of the best interests of the class, not on the desires of the class representatives}

The Second Circuit recently endorsed Kincade. See Charron, 731 F.3d at 254 ("We believe those

cases correctly state the law."). Every known federal court to address this issue has taken the

same approach,25 consistent with the Second Circuit's explanation that: "The attorneys

themselves have an obligation to all the class members, and 'when a conflict arises between the

named plaintiffs and the rest of the class, the class attorney must not allow decisions on behalf of

the class to rest exclusively with the named plaintiffs.'" Maywalt v. Parker & Parsley Petroleum

Co., 67 F.3d 1072, 1078 (2d Cir. 1995) (quoting Pettway, 576 F.2d at 1176).

Class counsel's obligation to the class and authorization to act on the class's behalf in

settlement, as opposed to only the class representatives, also is reflected in the Rule 23 Advisory

24 For these reasons, the obligations of counsel to clients in a class context are quite different
than the situation where counsel represents an individual client. The Supreme Court's comment
on settlement authority in Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Banks, 543 U.S. 426, 436 (2005),
thus arose in a materially different context - it was not a class action, did not address the ethical
principles for class actions, and did not consider the settlement obligations of class counsel.

15 See, e.g., Lowery v. City of Albuquerque, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 35626, at *1 (D.N.M.
Feb. 27, 2013) (approving settlement over objection of class representative who claimed class
counsel failed to get authorization to settle); In re BankAmerica Corp. Sec. Litig., 210 F.R.D. 694
(E.D. Mo. 2002) (approving settlement over objection of the class representatives and explaining
"courts have rejected the argument that a settlement cannot be applied to certain class members
or representatives because they did not authorize their attorney to settle or otherwise consent to
the settlement. Because the client in a class action consists of numerous unnamed class members
as well as the representatives," and because the "class itself often speaks in several voices," it
"may be impossible for the class attorney to do more than act in what he believes to be the best
interest of the class as a whole") (internal citations and quotation marks removed); see also Alba
Conte & Herbert Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions, at § 3:52 (5th ed. 2014) (explaining class
representatives do not serve same role as a client in the traditional attorney-client relationship).

12
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Committee Notes, which explain:

[T]he primary responsibility of class counsel, resulting from appointment as class
counsel, is to represent the best interests of the class. The rule thus establishes the
obligation of class counsel, an obligation that may be different from the
customary obligations of counsel to individual clients. Appointment as class
counsel means that the primary obligation of counsel is to the class rather than to
any individual members of it. The class representatives do not have an unfettered
right to "fire" class counsel. In the same vein, the class representatives cannot
command class counsel to accept or reject a settlement proposal. To the
contrary, class counsel must determine whether seeking the court's approval of
a settlement would be in the best interests of the class as a whole.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(g)(l)(B) Advisory Committee Notes (emphasis added).26 Class counsel

responsibilities are further explained in the appended declaration of Prof. Geoffrey Hazard, who

has advised the Federal Rules Committee and is widely recognized as a leading expert on legal

ethics in the United States. See Exhibit M. As Prof. Hazard states, consistent with Rule 23's

recognition of the unique relationship between class counsel, class representatives, and the class

as a whole, where class counsel believes the class would benefit from acceptance of a settlement

26 There are many other cases holding, in a broad range of circumstances, that the overriding
obligation of class counsel is to advance the best interests of the class in its entirety. See, e.g.,
Staton v. Boeing Co., 327 F.3d 938, 960 (9th Cir. 2003) ("class counsel ultimately owe their
fiduciary responsibility to the class as a whole and are therefore not bound by the views of the
named plaintiffs regarding any settlement"); Lazy Oil Co. v. Witco Corp., 166 F.3d 581, 590-91
(3d Cir. 1999) (class counsel's duty is to the class as a whole); Walse v. Great All. & Pac. Tea
Co., 726 F.2d 956, 964 (3d Cir. 1983) ("Class counsel's duty to the class as a whole frequently
diverges from the opinion of either the named plaintiff or other objectors."); Parker, 667 F.2d at
1211 ("The courts have recognized that the duty owed by class counsel is to the entire class and
is not dependent on the special desires of the named plaintiffs."); Heit v. Van Ochten, 126 F.
Supp. 2d 487, 494 (W.D. Mich. 2001) (duty is to the class as a whole); Blanchard v. Edgemark
Fin. Corp., 175 F.R.D. 293, 307 (N.D. 111. 1997) ("One of the factors unique to class litigation is
the existence of a class, rather than individual, client. Stated another way, in a class suit, class
counsel's client is the group which comprises the class, rather than any individual class member
... [A]ll that can be expected of class counsel is that he seek to protect the best interests of the
class as a whole. This duty may require class counsel to take actions which are in derogation of
the express desires and contrary to the best interest of the class representatives in order to protect
the interests of the plaintiff class."); Maywalt v. Parker & Parsley Petroleum Co., 864 F. Supp.
1422, 1430 (S.D.N.Y. 1994) ("[T]he duty owed by class counsel is to the entire class and not
dependent on the special desires of the named plaintiffs.").

13
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offer and the representatives disagree, the settlement should be presented to the court so that a

fairness hearing may be held where dissenting class members may be heard. See id. at ^ 10.

Subclass Counsel took these responsibilities with the utmost seriousness and acted in

accordance with them. As explained above, Subclass Representatives were informed of both the

mediation and the failure to make progress in subsequent discussions involving counsel with

BakerHostetler and for DFA/DMS. As soon as DFA/DMS indicated willingness to settle on

financial terms in an amount that Subclass Counsel believed appropriate, this was communicated

to all Subclass Representatives, and Subclass Counsel and Representatives had extensive

discussions about the wisdom of negotiating a final settlement (or proceeding to trial), the terms

on which DFA/DMS would settle the case, and other potential terms that could be considered.

There was continued discussion of these issues, as well as the progress of the ongoing settlement

negotiations, until a settlement was reached that Subclass Counsel determined to be in the best

interests of the Subclasses as a whole. Having reached that point, it was entirely appropriate -

and, in fact, required - that Subclass Counsel present the proposed settlement to the Court.

Likewise, as the Court recognized, both preliminary and final approval of a settlement

can be granted when the standards for approval are met, even if class representatives oppose

settlement. See July 9 Order at 8. As the Second Circuit recently affirmed, "the assent of the

class representatives is not essential to the settlement, as long as the Rule 23 requirements are

met." Charron, 731 F.3d at 254 (affirming settlement approval over unanimous objections of

named plaintiffs when "district court thoroughly and carefully reviewed the settlement and

concluded that it was a fair and sensible way to resolve the[] claims").

Both Subclass Representatives and Counsel have a strong interest in securing as much

relief as is reasonably achievable for the Subclasses. Subclass Representatives should be

14
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commended for their steadfast commitment to that end - they have acted zealously to advance

those interests. Despite the disagreements that have emerged in connection with the proposed

settlement, Subclass Counsel have the same objective and have tirelessly devoted many

thousands of hours toward that same end over the past five years of litigation. After evaluating

the proposed settlement, mindful of the "overriding public interest in settling and quieting

litigation,'" 7 lengthy discussion with Subclass Representatives about the pros and cons of

settlement or trial, Subclass Counsel concluded that the proposed settlement is in the best

interests of the Subclasses as a whole, and presented the proposed settlement to the Court in

accordance with Rule 23.

II. THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT SATISFIES THE CRITERIA FOR
PRELIMINARY APPROVAL

Preliminary approval "is merely the first step in a multi-step process in which the

Proposed Settlement will be scrutinized by both the [C]ourt and the Dairy Farmer Subclasses."

July 9 Order at 8. "Preliminary approval of a class action settlement, in contrast to final

approval, 'is at most a determination that there is what might be termed 'probable cause' to

submit the proposal to class members and hold a full-scale hearing as to its fairness.'" Id. at 7

(quoting Menkes v. Stolt-Nielsen S.A., 270 F.R.D. 80, 101 (D. Conn. 2010); In re Traffic Exec

Ass'n-E. R.R.s, 627 F.2d 631, 634 (2d Cir. 1980)). Accordingly, "the threshold for preliminary

approval of a proposed class action settlement is meaningfully lower than the threshold for final

approval." Id. (quoting In re Payment Card Interchange Fee & Mech. Disc. Antitrust Litig., 2012

WL 5989763, at *1 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 24, 2012)). At this stage, the Court's role is to evaluate

whether the proposed settlement "appears to be the product of serious, informed, non-collusive

negotiations, has no obvious deficiencies, does not improperly grant preferential treatment to

27 Dean Final Order at 8 (quoting Prudential Sec., 163 F.R.D. at 209).

15
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class representatives or segments of the class, and falls within the range of possible approval."

Id. at 8 (quoting Cohen v. J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., 262 F.R.D. 153, 157 (E.D.N.Y. 2009)).28

A. The Proposed Settlement Resulted from Serious, Informed, Non-
Collusive Negotiations between Experienced and Capable Counsel

The Second Circuit has explained that "[a] presumption of fairness, adequacy, and

reasonableness may attach to a class settlement reached in arm's length negotiations between

experienced, capable counsel after meaningful discovery." Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Visa U.S.A.

Inc., 396 F.3d 96, 116 (2d Cir. 2005) (internal quotation marks omitted).

The proposed settlement indisputably is a product of arm's length negotiations after

extensive discovery and there is no basis for any suggestion to the contrary. As set forth above,

at every stage of this litigation, the parties zealously advanced their positions. The matter did not

settle during mediation before a very skilled mediator and, despite numerous attempts, no

material progress on settlement was made during the ensuing years. It was only after extensive

discovery, after a year of discussions, critical pretrial rulings, and the parties were on the eve of

trial, that a reasonable settlement for the first time became a possibility. Indeed, the fact that it

took five years to reach that point is an indication both of the complexity of the issues presented,

the arm's length negotiations, and the devotion of both sides to accepting a settlement only if it

28 During the final approval stage, courts examine whether the settlement is fair, reasonable
and adequate by considering the following factors: "(1) the complexity, expense and likely
duration of the litigation; (2) the reaction of the class to the settlement; (3) the stage of the
proceedings and the amount of discovery completed; (4) the risks of establishing liability; (5) the
risks of establishing damages; (6) the risks of maintaining the class action through trial; (7) the
ability of the defendants to withstand a greater judgment; (8) the range of reasonableness of the
settlement fund in light of the best possible recovery; and (9) the range of reasonableness of the
settlement fund to a possible recovery in light of all the attendant risks of litigation. City of
Detroit v. Grinnell Corp., 495 F.2d 448, 463 (2d Cir. 1974) (citations omitted). Because the
Court is only considering preliminary approval, some of these factors do not yet fully come into
play. See Bourlas v. Davis Law Assocs., 237 F.R.D. 345, 355 n.7 (E.D.N.Y. 2006).

16
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was reasonable and appropriate in light of the risks and potential benefits of proceeding to trial.

In this situation, the proposed settlement presumptively should be preliminarily approved.

In addition, the fact that experienced antitrust and class action counsel30 with the law

firms representing the Subclasses unanimously determined that the proposed settlement is in the

best interest of the Subclasses further supports preliminary approval of the proposed settlement.

B. The Proposed Settlement Falls Within the Range of Possible Approval
by the Court as Fair, Reasonable, and Adequate

In deciding whether to grant preliminary approval, the Court also considers whether the

settlement is within the range of what might be fair, reasonable and adequate.3" The

determination of a "reasonable" settlement is "not susceptible of a mathematical equation

yielding a particularized sum." Michael Milken, 150 F.R.D. at 66. Rather, "in any case there is a

range of reasonableness with respect to a settlement - a range which recognizes the uncertainties

of law and fact in any particular case and the concomitant risks and costs necessarily inherent in

taking any litigation to completion." Newman v. Stein, 464 F.2d 689, 693 (2d Cir. 1972).

29 See Blessing v. Sirius Xm Radio, Inc., 507 F.App'x 1, 3 (2d Cir. 2012) (settlement
presumptively fair when "settled on the eve of trial, after nearly three years of litigation,
including extensive fact and expert discovery"); Banyai v. Mazur, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22343,
at **22-24 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 27, 2007) (settlement reached by "experienced, capable counsel after
meaningful discovery" presumptively fair, adequate and reasonable).

i0 For example, lead counsel for the non-DFA/DMS Subclass, Mr. Abrams, is a Fellow in the
American College of Trial Lawyers. Lead counsel at Cohen Milstein for the DFA/DMS
Subclass successfully proceeded to trial (and verdict) in a lengthy antitrust class action trial last
year and has served as trial counsel in other major antitrust class action trials.

31 See In re Michael Milken & Assoc. Sec. Litig., 150 F.R.D. 57, 66 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) ("view
of experience counsel favoring the settlement is 'entitled to great weight'"); NASDAQ Market,
187 F.R.D. at 474 ('"great weight' is accorded to the recommendations of counsel, who are most
closely acquainted with the facts of the underlying litigation").

See Manual for Complex Litig., Fourth, at § 13.14 ("First, the [court] reviews the proposal
preliminarily to determine whether it is sufficient to warrant public notice and a hearing. If so,
the final decision on approval is made after the hearing"). The determination of a "reasonable"
settlement is "not susceptible of a mathematical equation yielding a particularized sum.");
Michael Milken, 150 F.R.D. at 66.

17
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The proposed $50 million settlement with DFA/DMS substantially exceeds (66.6%

larger) the Dean settlement ($30 million) that the Court determined to be "fair, reasonable, and

adequate" in this case. Opinion and Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Final Approval

of Dean Settlement at 14 ("Dean Final Order") [Dkt. No. 341]. The proposed settlement is an

excellent result because it is far larger than any jury verdict in this district33 and recovers a

significant portion of the total estimated damages in this case.34 Prof. Gordon Rausser's damage

estimate ($.41/cwt) yielded total damages of $341 million; Defendants challenge that claim and

their expert opines there are no damages. The proposed Settlement, when combined with the

2011 settlement with Dean, yields a total settlement of $80 million dollars, or nearly 25% of the

total damages that could potentially be claimed at trial on behalf of the Subclasses. (Notably, if

the matter proceeded to trial, any jury verdict would be subject to an offset of the Dean

settlement). Under any metric, the proposed settlement provides significant compensation that is

certain and will be available years earlier than if the case were to go successfully through trial

and the appeals that would almost certainly follow. Such a recovery is well within the range

approved by courts for preliminary approval.35

33 See Ex. N, U.S. District Court for the District of Vermont's Civil Jury Verdicts.
14 In evaluating the settlement terms, Second Circuit courts evaluate the settlement in the

context of actual, not trebled, damages. See County of Suffolk v. Long Island Lighting, 907 F.2d
1295, 1324 (2d Cir. 1990); City of Detroit, 495 F.2d at 452; Blessing v. Sirius XM Radio Inc.,
2011 WL 3739024, at *3, n.4 (S.D.N.Y., August 24, 2011); In re W. Union Money Transfer
Litig., 2004 WL 3709932, at *11, n.ll (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 19, 2004).

See, e.g., In re Payment Card Interchange Fee and Merch. Discount Antitrust Litig., 986 F.
Supp. 2d 207, 229-30 (E.D.N.Y. 2013) (approving antitrust settlement representing 2.5% of
maximum damages calculation); In re Currency Conversion Fee Antitrust Litig., 263 F.R.D. 110,
124 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (approving settlement representing approximately 9% of potential
damages); Menkes, 270 F.R.D. at 101 (preliminarily approving settlement representing
approximately 8% of the maximum recoverable class damages); In re Initial Pub. Offering Sec.
Litig., 671 F. Supp. 2d 467, 483-84 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) ("[T]he Second Circuit has held that a
settlement amount of even a fraction of the potential recovery does not render a proposed
settlement inadequate."); In re Med. X-Ray Film Antitrust Litig., No. 9805904, 1998 WL 661515,
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The proposed settlement is in stark contrast to In re High-Tech Employee Antitrust

Litigation, 2014 WL 3917126, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 8, 2014). It involved conduct that the

Justice Department had earlier determined to be a naked and illegal restraint on competition

resulting in entries of consent decrees involving the defendants. In private litigation that

followed, Judge Koh denied preliminary approval of a second settlement in which class members

"recovered] less on a proportional basis" than in a prior settlement, even though intervening

court rulings had unambiguously strengthened plaintiffs' position in the case. Id. at *4 (emphasis

added). Here, there is no issue of the later settlement achieving less than an earlier one: The

proposed settlement is a significantly greater sum (66.6% greater) than was approved in the

Dean settlement plus there is substantial equitable relief not previously obtained.

In addition to a significant and immediate financial payment, the proposed agreement

provides meaningful non-monetary benefits to Subclass members. Under the agreement, Settling

Defendants agree to: Increase marketing competition and options for Northeast farmers by

prohibiting Settling Defendants from agreeing with other cooperatives to restrict solicitation or

limit the ability of any cooperative to approach farmers and offer them more favorable prices,

services, or other terms; prohibiting Settling Defendants from entering into new FSAs during the

Settlement's term; permitting cooperatives affiliated with Settling Defendants to end their

relationship without penalty; boosting transparency through auditing and disclosure

commitments; and facilitating further internal review of additional meaningful changes to

at *5 (E.D.N.Y. Aug. 7, 1998) (approving settlement representing 17% of "best possible"
recovery); Hall v. Children's Place Retail Stores, Inc., 669 F. Supp. 2d 399, 402 n. 30 (S.D.N.Y.
2009) (approving settlement amounting to 5-12% of maximum provable damages); In re Merrill
Lynch Tyco Research Sec. Litig., 249 F.R.D. 124, 134-35 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (holding settlement
representing 3% of estimated damages to be within range of reasonableness); Hicks v. Morgan
Stanley, 2005 WL 2757792, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 24, 2005) (approving settlement representing
3.8% of estimated damages as within range of reasonableness).
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